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Introduction 

This abstract presents work on a Kripkean analysis of intuitionistic 

modal logic. As remarked in [BS] there ought to be such a subject, but 

in fact there is very little literature [BI,B2,Fi,F2,VI,V2,V3]. 

One possible explanation is simply that it is hardly obvious what the 

applications would be. It seems to us however that there is a wide range of 

computational applications and indeed so many are the possibilities that it is 

worth beginning by sorting out the basic theory. 

What we have in mind is to tie up Scott's theory of domains with the 

logic of programs where one wants to know whether or not 

pl=A 

holds. Here p is a computational entity (state, function, process, trace 

or whatever) taken from a type P of such entities and A is an assertion 

(of dynamic logic, epistemic logic, temporal logic or whatever). If one 

wanted to know whether A held of a program one would take p to be its 

denotation. Now suppose P is a Scott domain (say a complete partial 

order with least element J_ ) and consider the assertion H, for "halts", or, 

"is defined". Then it seems natural that 

1 I = H V 1 H  

does not hold as we would like the "truth value" of A above, viz {P I P ~ A), 

to be upper closed. Indeed one of us has proposed, see [AS], following 

Smyth's work [Sin] that for a liveness property (generalization of total 

correctness) one ought to take here as truth values all upper closed sets 

(rather than the G~ sets proposed by Smyth for specifications -we want 
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all intersections of opens and not Just countable ones) and f o r ~  

properties (generalization of partial correctness) one would take the Scott 

closed sets. Hence one expects to look at intultionistic logics. 

As a concrete example we tried linear time temporal logic, taking P 

to be the set of total and partially defined execution sequences (or traces) 

from a given set S of states so that: 

P = S*U(S*x{I})U S ~ 

with the ordering w ~ w' iff w = w' or there are v,v' such that w = wl 

and w' = ww', using an obvious notation . However we soon became lost in 

the details and realized we first needed an understanding of intuitionistic 

modal logic before worrying about the more complex temporal connectives (or 

epistemic, or whatever). 

Previous work is mainly concerned with relating intuitionistic modal 

logics either to fragments of first-order intuitionistic logic or to 

classical modal logics using translations. What is not presented is a general 

framework similar to the Kripkean framework for classical modal logic. There 

have been other proposals to apply intuitionistic logic to Computer Science 

[Ma,Mc] but these have concerned ideas centering around the realizability inter- 

pretation. The present proposal to look at the uses of the Kripkean ~or more 

general such as topological) ones seems novel. 

I. 'Minimal ' Intuitionistic Modal Logic 

The simplest version of a Kripkean intuitionistic modal frame consists 

of a set of worlds W and two relations on it, <W, ~, R>: the relation 

is the intuitionistic information partial ordering whereas R is the modal 

accessibility relation. Questions then arise as to the interrelationships 

between these two relations (compare the discussion of frames for combinations 

of different modalities [T]). Four possible conditions spring to mlnd= 
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I. &f w = w' 

2. ~f w= w' 

3. if V =  V' 

4. if V ~. V' 

and wry then 3v'. w'Rv' and v ~ v'. 

and w'Rv ° then 3v. wry and v E v' 

and wry then 3w'. w'Rv' and w ~ w' 

and w'Rv' then 3w. wry and w = w' 

These can be represented as conditions for completing diagrams. 

instancee I and 3 become: 

w' ~___); v' w';---~, v' 

I i : I W ! ~. %, W&--.--~e V 

For 

Which of these conditions, if any, should be imposed on the frame 

depends to a large extent on the semantic clauses for the modal operators 

and their expected interrelation. Guided by the clauses for the 

intuitionistic quantifiers we might suggest the following pair: 

w ~ ~A iff 3u. wRu and u ~ A 

W ~ ~ A iff Vw' ~ w Vu. if W'Ru then u ~ A 

Further, the following two schemata seem very natural: 

Frame condition I guarantees the first of these: for a counterexample 

would be (for some A) ; 

0hA • 

I 
~A0 'A 

More generally, frame condition I guarantees that if w ~ A  and w~ w' 

then w' ~OA. In contrast it is frame condition 3 that guarantees the 

second schema: for a counterexample would be (for some A): 

IOA. 

,A 

I 
-- O 
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Therefore it is these two conditions which we here impose on the definition 

of an intuitionistic modal frame. We believe that condition 1 is natural 

whereas the other condition is less so. For example, when R is a 

monotonic function, the first condition holds, but the second, in general, 

will not. 

4 
The sentential modal language ~ is given by the set of formulas 

A, where q ranges over a set of atomic sentences Q and ff is the 

false sentence: 

A ::: fflqlA^AIAVAIA A DAIOA 

Negation is defined as usual: ~ A is A --> ff. An intuitionistic 

modal model for ~ is a pair <~,V> where ~ is an intuitionistic modal 

frame and V is a mapping from W into subsets of Q with the property: 

if w ~_ w' then V(w) C V(w') 

We define the satisfaction relation w ~A. The index ~ is dropped: 

w~ ff 

w ~ q iff qqV(w) 

w ~ AAB iff w ~ A and w ~ B 

w ~ AVB iff w ~ A or w ~ B 

w ~ A-->B iff Vw' ~ w if w' ~ A then 

w ~ ~A iff Bu. wRu add u ~ A 

w' ~B 

w ~ ~ A iff Vw'~ w Vu. if w'Ru then u ~ A 

The clauses for ¢ and ~ are as discussed before and the others are standard. 

The following lemma depends on the frame condition I. 

Lemma 1.1 If w ~ w' and w ~ A then w' ~ A 

The system below, IK, is an axiomatization of validity relative to 

arbitrary int~itionistic modal frames. 
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Axioms 

Rules 

IO 

2.  

3 .  

4 .  

5.  

6 .  

MP 

Nec 

Any intuitionistio sentential theorem instance 

-~ (~A -~B) 

-> (¢A ~ ¢ B )  B (A -~ B) 

 ¢ff 

¢ (A v B) ¢AvOB 
(¢A-->~B) --> ~ (A -->B) 

If ~-A and ~ A->B then ~ B 

If ~ A then ~A 

Axiom A6 corresponds 

theorems and rules are : 

~(AAB) <---> ~AA~B 

If ~ A --> B then 

(see below) to the frame condition 2. Some derived 

DA^OB .---~ ~ (A^B) 

IK has the disjunction property and is also both sound and complete: 

Theorem 1.2 i. If ~ AvB then ~ A or ~ B 

ii. ~ A iff ~ A 

If A V I A is added as an axiom to IK then the resulting system is 

just minimal classical normal modal logic, the system K in [C]. 

2. Further Modal Logics 

The variety of standard classical modal logics, extensions of K, arise 

by relating extra conditions on the modal accessibility relation to extra 

axioms. The result is correspondence theorems [VB] : for instance, the 

axiom aA --> ~A (or, equivalently, ~A ---> ~A) corresponds to transitivity 

of the accessibility relation. The situation is more intricate for 

intuitionistic modal logics. There are two related features. 
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First, because of the breakdown in duality between [3 and ~, axioms 

llke ~A --->A and A --~A are not equivalent (and are therefore unlikely 

to correspond to the same frame condition). This increases the variety 

of intuitionistic modal logics: for instance, there will be an '$4' logic 

with axiom ~ A  -->~A but without ~A --@~A° Secondly~ the corres- 

pondence theorems do notinvolve~just conditions on R but also include 

some interaction between it and ~° The general correspondence theorem 

below, the intuitionistic version of the G kel'm'n schema [C], gives rise 

to a family of completeness results° Let R n for n > 0 be defined as: 

wR°v iff w = v 

wRn+Iv iff Bu° wRu and uRnv 

Let G k'l'm'n be the schema, for k,l,m,n > 0: 

o k ~  1 A ---> ~m o n  A 

Theorem 2.1 An intuitionistic modal frame validates G k'l'm'n iff the 

frame satisfies: 

if wRku and wRmv then 3u' ~ u 3x(u'Rlx and vRnx) 

Diagrammatically, the frame condition is: 

U I @ 

,\ 
' \ 1 
, \ 

• X 

m f n  
o f  
v 

Note the presence of 

of the schema: 

between u and u'. Consider standard instances 

s4~l  

B~ : 

~A -->A 

~A -~QDA 

A . -~QO A 

TO , A ~ ¢ A  

S 4 0  , O O A - - > O A  

B ¢  , ¢ t l A - - *  A 

D ~ ~ A  - ~ ¢ A  

S4.2 : ¢ 0  A--~I30A 
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T~(S4QoB ~) corresponds to a different frame condition than 

For instance, $4 ~ and $40 are: 

U* U* 

2~ eu k w° 2~ % 

v 

T~ ($4¢ ,B~ ). 

Addition of the axiom A ¥ ~ A (which corresponds to the frame condition: 

if w E w' then w = w') means that $4 ~ and $4~ correspond to the 

same frame condition, transitivity of R (similarly, for T and B.) 

Thus, theorem 2.1 appears to capture the intuitionistic correlate of the 

classical correspondence theorem. 

Of particular interest, given the computational motivation, are 

intuitionistic versions of the Diodorean modal systems [HC], S4.3 and 

S4.3°1. Classically, these correspond to linear time modal frames. 

Recall a standard classical connectedness axiom H (which when added to 

the modal system $4 results in $4.3): 

¢AAOB --> O(AAOB) WO (BA•A) 

Theorem 2.2 An intuitionistic modal frame validates H iff the frame 

satisfies: 

if wry and wRu then 3v'@v 3u'~u (wRv'Ru' or wRu'Rv') 

Diagr~mmatically: 

ov 

w~ implies 

v '  

a% I 
! 

w u '  o r  ' u  
, 

Again, note that addition of A V I A collapses the frame condition to 

connectedness. Work is still in progress to find correspondence theorems 

for the variety of classically equivalent version of H and for the discreteness 

axiom (and its classical equivalents) of $4.3.1. 
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Work is also in progress generalizing theorem 2.1 in a way analogous 

to [Sa]. Also we are working on finite model properties (and complexity): 

standard filtration techniques do not easily work because of the existential 

nature of the frame conditions. Finally, we would like to obtain results 

without imposing the conditions on frames, especially the second. 
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